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of all restrictions upon their activities. They still remained Market r<-
subject to the ordinary market regulations ; and the nature '
of the control exercised in some places over the corn market
is illustrated by the following ' order to be observed within
the market' (1554)l: " First, before the market do begin,
the justices of the peace and officers of the market shall call
before them the most part of such as hath grain there to
sell, and to require them ... to confer together for some
reasonable price for their grain to be sold there the next day,
and thereupon that no other person having grain to sell there
that day sell not above the said prices so before appointed
by the sellers ". No one might buy corn before the hour of
nine, when it was then permitted to make purchases " for
the necessary provision of their own houses, so that no man
buy above two bushels of one kind of grain " unless author-
ized to do so. Bakers, brewers, badgers and other persons
buying grain for resale must be licensed and must not buy
before the hour of eleven : " after which time it shall be
lawful for all them to buy such corn and grain as shall be
thought convenient by the officers there ". No dealings
in corn were to take place except at fairs and markets ; and
corn was not to be moved anywhere except on market days,
under penalty of imprisonment and forfeiture of the grain.
The efforts of the local authorities 2 to curb the activities int<wen-
of the middlemen were seconded, not only by the legislature 3, *£? °fthe
but by the central executive working through the Privy council.
Council.   The intervention of this body was most frequent
under Elizabeth and the Early Stuarts when its influence
pervaded every sphere of economic life.    We describe in
another chapter * the elaborate machinery set up under the
' Book of Orders ' for the control of the market, but it may
be noticed here that the Council issued repeated instructions
to the justices of the peace, who were encouraged or admon-
ished, as the occasion demanded, to maintain a close and
exacting supervision over the marketing of corn.   Thus in
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Various, iv. 129 (? East Lavington).
8 For presentments of offenders, see Hertford County Records, i. 30
(1600), 109 (1655), 140 (1661), 315 (1682) ; Quarter Sessions Records jo*
the County of Somerset, ii. 152 (1631).
8 Supra, p. 428.	4 Infra, vol. iii. 442 seq.

